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Introduction

Competition brings people together into communities that have the power 

to create strong bonds and long-lasting relationships. We are wired for 

competition and connection. Nothing exemplifies this more than professional 

sports. Every Sunday millions of Americans turn on their favorite NFL team’s 

game and cheer for them to win. We gather in our living rooms and sports 

bars, and wear our favorite team’s clothing to showcase our pride. The joy of a 

shared experience leads us to spend Monday at the office telling stories about 

the game we watched the day before. We love to relive the thrill of victory or 

share the crushing feeling of defeat together.

The enjoyment of competition isn’t limited to traditional sports. PC, 

console, and mobile gaming experience similar behavior, with millions of 

people joining together to watch teams compete in games like League 

of Legends and Counter-Strike. These events bring the game to life by 

creating compelling narratives that fans can follow over time and share 

with their friends. According to Newzoo, a market research firm, the result is                                         

hundreds of millions of hours spent watching esports each year, with fans 

investing deeply into the games and personalities they play and watch. 

For developers, competition provides the opportunity to bring players together 

more often and create a vibrant community around their game. Competition 

offers a quality and native way to engage fans, leading to a higher chance of 

retaining and re-engaging them.

In this eBook, we'll share our top tips for setting up tournaments in your 

games. We'll look at real-life examples across different genres of games 

like Power Rangers: Legacy Wars, Ghost Pop!, Ostrich Among Us, Gear.Club, 

and others to illustrate best practices. You'll learn how to pick the best 

tournament style for your game, when to use entry requirements, how to use 

user-generated competitions, and more. We'll also introduce you to Amazon 

GameOn, a set of flexible APIs that lets you easily create cross-platform 

tournaments and reward winners with real-world prizes.
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In fact, global esports are estimated 
to generate 1.4 billion in revenue     
by 2020. 

https://newzoo.com/
https://venturebeat.com/2016/06/10/twitchs-100-million-viewers-watched-800-million-hours-of-esports-in-the-last-10-months/


The Best Tournament Style for Your Game

There are many ways to include competition in your games. Depending on your 

game mechanics and your objective, you can choose the type of tournament 

format that works best for you. 

Here are the most popular types of tournaments and some tips around when 

to use each kind: 

LEADERBOARDS

Leaderboard-style competitions rank players based on the score they achieved 

while playing the game. 

Leaderboards can be used in a variety of ways and in any type of game. They're 

best suited for limited-time tournaments where all players can participate, 

helping you to find the top-tier players in your game. Keep in mind, however, 

that leaderboards may not be the most fun for new users who end up 

playing against the best. To make sure it's fun and fair for everyone, segment 

customers into separate tournaments based on their attributes, like skill level.
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BRACKETS

Brackets are a subset of multi-round competitions, where you can find the 

single best person in the game and reward that person for winning. At the end 

of each round, the top players advance to the next round. The winner of the 

final round is the winner of the entire tournament. 

In bracket tournaments, only a small number of people can participate (as they 

continue to get eliminated as the rounds progress). For example, in an esports 

setting, brackets are a great way for everyone to watch the finals. On the other 

hand, it may not be the best type of competition to add to a casual game, 

where users don't typically watch tournaments once they've been eliminated. 



SWISS

Swiss is a non-eliminating tournament that features a set number of rounds. 

Players meet one-to-one in each round and are paired using a set of rules 

designed to ensure they play opponents with a similar score, but do not play 

the same person more than once. The winner is the player with the highest 

aggregate points earned in all rounds.

A common way to score swiss tournaments is to award three points for each 

win, zero points for a loss, and one point for each draw. Each round, players 

with the same number of points are matched against each other. It's common 

to award the top players at the end of swiss, or take the top four or eight 

players and move them onto a single elimination finals series.

Swiss works for any type of game where you want to get as many people 

competing as possible. It also allows you to get players to continue to compete 

for better and better prizes since you don't need to rank players against one 

another.  

CLOSING THOUGHTS

Unless you develop your game with the intention to make it a spectator 

sport, you don't need to add brackets to your tournaments. Instead, focus 

on competitions that are fun for everyone, like leaderboards and swiss-based 

competitions. Additionally, consider leveraging multiple types of competition 

structure for larger esports events. 
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How Power Rangers: Legacy Wars Uses Different 
Tournament Types

Power Rangers: Legacy Wars, by nWay, participated in the weekend-long 

esports tournament, Mobile Masters, in June 2018. They used two different 

tournament types, leaderboards and brackets, to crown the ultimate winner. 

nWay first ran qualifiers, using leaderboards, to identify the best players from 

around the world to ultimately compete in Mobile Masters. There were four 

qualifying rounds in three different regions, where players competed for the 

top spots on the leaderboard. At the end of the qualifiers, the top 28 people 

moved on to the group stage.

The group stage featured brackets, where the 28 finalists competed against 

each other and at the end of each round, the top players advanced to the next 

round. The final eight players from the group stage won their way to Seattle 

to compete in the Mobile Masters tournament, which also used a bracket-style 

tournament to identify the champion. 

This combination of leaderboards and brackets is an efficient way to run 

qualifiers and finals for an esports event. Leaderboards for the qualifiers allow 

everyone to participate and have a chance to advance, whereas brackets make 

the finals a more exciting, energetic way to watch players compete for the    

top spot.
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How to Create Compelling 
Competitive Gaming UX

Setting up your tournament is just as much 

about creating the right user experience (UX) 

as it is about logistics. From audio to the user 

interface to actual features in your game, a 

strong UX is essential for keeping players 

engaged and continuing to come back. 

We asked five game developers for their 

number one tip for creating a compelling 

competitive gaming UX. Here's what they said.
"For score rush games, always displaying your 

score relative to the score of a friend is a great 

way to infuse the game with a constant feeling 

of competition. We did something similar with 

Salt and Sanctuary, where the lit candles on 

candelabras indicated the global win/loss 

average against the boss ahead, so players could 

roughly tell whether they were doing better or 

worse than the rest of the world.” 

– James Silva, co-owner, Ska Studios

"Remember, new players are as important as 

your old ones. Your old players, your hardcore 

endgame players, are going to be the loudest on 

your forums, they're going to be the ones paying you 

the most money, so it's easier to make your 

competitive game more complex, more intricate for 

them. But it's important you remember the silent 

players, the ones who fire up your game for the first 

time. They have to come back. They have to keep 

playing. Without them, your game is just on the road 

to a long slow death. So every design decision 

shouldn't just answer 'how does this keep our 

hardcore players engaged,' but also 'how does this 

help a new player come to love our game.'” 

– James Portnow CEO Divide by Zero Games / 
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“When designing a competitive game, obviously 

you’ll need to design a game that’s fun and 

interesting for the players. What's less obvious 

is the third-party you have to design for - 

spectators. How much fun and understandable is 

your game to watch? This question is important 

for local multiplayer (we’ve all passed controllers 

back and forth), and esports (millions of people 

watch tournaments). Also, with the popularity of 

streaming, even less 'serious' online games 

should be fun to watch. The more fun your game 

is to spectate, the more people will enjoy it, talk 

about it, and be involved in its shared 

experience.” 

- C.J. Kimberlin, Rapture Rejects –

Galvanic Games.

“Competitive players depend on solid sound 

design to learn and react faster than they could 

on sight alone. So on top of the standard game 

audio challenges of creating repeatable content 

that is pleasing to the ear, and capitalizes on 

moments of drama, there's the added challenge 

of communicating competitive gameplay 

clearly. That clarity needs to take priority over 

everything else, in order to give players the tools 

they need to come away from a match, win or 

lose, with a sense of their skills improving.” 

- Kareem Shuman, Audio Lead on Sportsball

“The most fundamental aspect of keeping people 

wanting to play more when they lose is to keep 

them engaged and feeling positive – that same 

feeling that comes from almost winning. Even 

if it’s obvious to them what they could have      

done differently.”

- Ty Taylor, creator of The 

Bridge and Tumblestone
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When You Should Run Tournaments

There is no universal best time to run a tournament. When and how often you 

do will depend on a variety of factors, like bandwidth, player reception, and 

seasonality. By listening to your community and experimenting, you can 

uncover new insights. 

Here are four tips for deciding when to run a tournament: 

1. Experiment with days of the week. Certain days of the week will lead to 

different engagement levels, so don't be afraid to test different days and 

times of day. Are your players more engaged in the morning? What about 

during lunchtime? You may be surprised by what you find once you start 

experimenting.

Mindstorm, creator of Word Fiends, found that running tournaments on 

weekends actually increased engagement during the week. Players used the 

week to play the game as a warm-up before competing in the real tournament 

on the weekends. 
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2. Look at performance data. Analyze your app's performance over the 

year — is there a month where app downloads are low? What about when 

players are the most engaged? You can leverage this information to time your 

tournaments as a way to influence behavior. For example, if you know app 

downloads are low in March, you can schedule limited-time tournaments to 

boost those numbers. Or, if you know players are most engaged around the 

holidays, run tournaments with great prizes as incentives to play, rewarding 

your most active users.

3. Think about seasonality and relevance. Does your game naturally lend 

itself to seasonal campaigns? If so, organizing tournaments during that time 

frame can help strengthen your brand story. For example, run a holiday-

themed competition in December or a Valentine's Day tournament in February. 

4. Ask your players. Rather than guessing, go straight to the source. Surveying 

your players on their preferences will help them feel involved and you may 

even learn something you didn't realize before about timing. 

In addition to thinking about when to run a tournament, consider the where as 

well. The beauty of digital competition is that players can participate wherever 

they are, competing with other users from around the world. However, you can 

also use local events, like conferences, to drive participation. If you know where 

your players are going to be, why not bring the tournament to them in an 

exclusive setting? With tournament messaging like, “Just for XYZ attendees,” 

your players will feel special. 
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When to Use Entry Requirements 

Entry requirements allow you to keep competitions fun and fair. After all, 

who wants to compete against a super-pro if you're just playing the game 

for the first time? Instead, place users into tournament cohorts based on 

their skill level. For example, you may want to create a tournament that only 

allows players with a certain top score or possession of a specific item. Or, 

use geolocation to restrict your tournament to a certain city or state. Test out 

different approaches and see which ones create the most fun environment for 

your players.

Here's how two game developers, PlaySide Studios and Mokuni Games, are 

using entry requirements in their tournaments:

Grouping tournaments by skill level

Ghost Pop!, created by PlaySide Studios, challenges players to pop as many 

ghosts as they can with their flashlight. In June 2018, Ghost Pop! ran a custom 

GameOn tournament with built-in prizing sponsorship from Power Practical, a 

Shark Tank alumnus that builds unique lighting solutions. Players had 48 hours 

to compete in each tournament and at the end, the winner received a Power 

Practical Sparkr flashlight. 

To give everyone a fair shot at winning the flashlight, Ghost Pop! set entry 

requirements to automatically enter players into the easy, medium, or hard 

tournament based on their in-game level. This ensured that they would only 

compete against others with similar skill sets. 
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Creating in-person tournaments at events 

Mokuni Games, creator of Ostrich Among Us, wanted to leverage an in-person 

event to drive player engagement. 

Amazon Appstore partnered with Mokuni to run a special tournament for 

Ostrich Among Us at DevGamm in Moscow. 

For this tournament, Mokuni created a special, one-off tournament specifically 

for attendees. Players entered a password to compete for a chance to win 

Amazon hardware. On average, most players played over 11 times each, 

indicating their interest in getting the top spot on the leaderboard.

“We typically set up tournaments and fun challenges 
at our booth, and reward the winners with our own 
merchandise. Being an indie game studio, we love to 
engage with our players in conventions.”

- Kurt Young, CEO and founder of Mokuni Games
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The Power of User-Generated Tournaments 

Not all players feel ready to join a formal tournament and compete against 

strangers. But, when given the chance to compete against their friends in a 

casual setting, they're much more interested (think of it like a digital Thursday 

game night). You can tap into this sentiment by letting your players create 

tournaments themselves. 

By mobilizing your already passionate, dedicated fanbase, you can build a 

stronger community around your game, leading to new users and higher 

engagement. You can create more opportunities for players to participate in 

competition — without requiring extra bandwidth on your end. And, you can 

surprise and delight your most engaged players by allowing them to take on a 

new role of tournament organizer. 

The benefits of user-generated tournaments are: 

• Establishing community evangelists. By allowing your players to create 

their own tournaments, you are enabling them to become ambassadors for 

your game by acting as a tournament organizer. They have the opportunity 

to customize tournaments based on their preferences and invite their 

friends and family, attracting new players to your community.

• Increasing scalability. Democratize tournament creation within your 

community to ramp up gameplay. Tap into your users' passion for 

competition by allowing them to help you scale the number of tournaments 

you offer. 

• Reducing set up costs. You don't always have the time or resources to set 

up and manage weekly tournaments. By allowing your players to create 

competitions themselves, you can save on tournament costs, like 

employees' time managing the operations.  
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When facilitating user-generated tournaments in your game, here are a few 

best practices to keep in mind:

• Consider establishing rules. Will you allow anyone to create tournaments 

or do you want to restrict it to players who meet certain requirements? For 

example, Hearthstone allows players to host a Fireside Gathering, an in-

person tournament. However, to host a Fireside Gathering, players must 

have at least three wins in either Casual, Ranked, or Arena play mode. You 

may also consider restricting the type of tournaments players can run — for 

example, only letting players manage leaderboard-style competitions. 

• Incentivize players. Think about how you can thank players who run 

tournaments and who attend user-generated tournaments. Are there 

special in-app rewards you can give? For example, with Hearthstone's 

Fireside Gatherings, every player who attends the event gets the special 

Fireside card back. 

• Offer swag or support kits. Help your players' tournaments be successful 

by offering resources to help promote and manage the competition. For 

example, create downloadable flyers or ready-to-share social media images 

to help them spread the word. Or, write a short guide or blog post with best 

practices to guide new tournament organizers. And lastly, offer game 

merch as prizes to reward the winners.
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Gear.Club Increased Tournament Retention by 20% with 
Real-World Prizes

A big part of your tournament is the prize. What will you offer to the winner 

to entice players to continue competing for the top spot? You could offer 

digital prizes, like in-game power-ups or extra lives, or with Amazon GameOn, 

you can offer real-world prizes fulfilled by Amazon and delivered right to a 

player's doorstep. As the tournament host, you can choose from eligible items 

on Amazon.com.

Gear.Club, the ultimate racing game by Eden Games, integrated GameOn to 

award players with real-world prizing and has seen more success with physical 

prizes than big cash pools for the mobile game. In March 2018, Eden Games 

ran its U.S. Series Tournament in Gear.Club, inviting players to race to the top 

of the leaderboard for a chance to win an Amazon Echo device. 

This excitement is leading to real business results. Compared to other 

tournaments they ran in the past, Eden Games reports a 20% increase in 

tournament retention when real-world prizes were offered via GameOn. 

“We are totally in love with the idea of offering physical 
products to reward competitive mobile gaming. 
Physical beats digital when it comes to rewarding 
players for major achievements. And, real-world 
prizing feels more playful than straight cash.” 

- David Nadal, CEO of Eden Games
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Best Practices for Setting Up Your Tournaments 

To maximize participation, make sure your tournament is easy to understand, 

inclusive, and fun. And, don't forget to make the experience just as engaging 

for players who don't make it to the top of the leaderboard.

Here are five best practices for setting up your tournaments: 

1. Design for a global audience. Competitive gaming is a worldwide 

phenomenon, so consider optimizing your game for any player, regardless of 

their physical location. Think about localization, time zones, and digital prize 

delivery in order to include worldwide participants.

2. Create a level playing field. Make sure that everyone can compete equally 

without needing to buy power-ups or in-app items. If players have to pay to get 

certain advantages, it doesn't make the tournament fair for everyone else.

3. Highlight rules and guidelines. It's important to clearly communicate the 

description of the tournament and the rules to players. Make sure to set clear 

expectations of what users will be doing, what they will win, and how they can 

win. A good way to do this is to create a tournament page with simple and 

clear instructions.
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4. Consider customizing the onboarding experience. If someone is new to 

your game and immediately joins a tournament, do you want to show them 

the same marketing materials as everyone else? Let's say you usually show a 

three-minute video to teach users how to play the game. This may not be the 

best experience for someone who specifically downloads your app to play in 

a tournament. Instead, consider making the video much shorter and dropping 

players into the tournament as quickly as possible. 

5. Have fun with prizes. Reward your players with in-game and real-world 

prizes. For example, you could award players with physical prizes, like t-shirts 

that feature game IP. If you're worried about the cost of real-world prizes, you 

can always award special in-game prizes. 
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Some examples of developers who are using GameOn include nWay, Game 

Insight, Millennial Esports’ Eden Games, Umbrella Games, Nazara, Mindstorm, 

Mokuni, Avix, and GameCloud Studios, in games ranging from casual to core 

across different genres.

With GameOn, you’ll be able to: 

• Easily add organized competitions to your game, including leaderboards, 

leagues, and multi-round league tournaments. 

• Allow your users to create tournaments right within the game.

• Award players with real-world prizes fulfilled by Amazon or other in-game 

rewards.

• Keep competitions fun and fair by specifying entry requirements, like achieving 

a specific level, or geolocation.
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About Amazon GameOn

Setting up your tournament is even easier with Amazon GameOn, a set of 

flexible APIs that allows you to build cross-platform competitions in your 

games. You can even allow players to compete for real-world prizes fulfilled by 

Amazon or other in-game rewards. GameOn is built on Amazon Web Service’s 

cloud infrastructure and works on any operating system, enabling you to scale 

quickly and invest more time in what you do best—designing great games.

At the core of GameOn are highly engaged players who are passionate about 

your game. Passionate players spend hours playing your game; they recruit 

their friends to play, buy your merch, compete in fan art competitions, and 

form a community around what you do. Everyone has a niche of players that 

looks like this. The question is: how do you get more of them?

Amazon believes that cultivating competition in your game is the key to 

driving player engagement. Competition elicits an emotional reaction. Finding 

a way to spark that emotional reaction—that passion—across your base of 

players is how you can ultimately cultivate engagement and build a 

community around your game.

GameOn gives developers a simple-yet-powerful toolkit to help increase 

retention, foster community among players, and take advantage of the 

momentum around competitive gaming and esports to bring in new players.



How to get started

Amazon GameOn is a collection of web services running on AWS, so it’s a 

robust, scalable, and reliable solution that performs well even under heavy 

load. It exposes a set of REST APIs that are accessible from your backend, or 

directly from client devices, making GameOn platform- and language-agnostic. 

You're not forced to use custom SDKs or libraries to access the service; use what 

works for you in whatever language you like best.

Anyone can access the GameOn APIs by visiting 

developer.amazon.com/gameon 

More information and pricing is available at 

developer.amazon.com/gameon/pricing  
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Thank you for reading 




